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ENTOMOLOGY AND THE WAR 

By Dr. L. O. HOWARD 

CHIEF BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

ATHER frequently during the past eighteen months, 
meeting friends, they have said, by way of casual con- 

versation, "I imagine that the war does not affect your work 
especially." They did not stop to think of the very great im- 
portance of insects in the carriage of certain diseases, the ease 
and frequency of such transfer becoming intensified wherever 
great bodies of men are brought together, as in great construc- 
tion projects, and especially in great armies. They did not 
realize, entirely aside from the especial diseases of this char- 
acter met with by the troops in Africa, Mesopotamia and in 
the region of Salonika, that even upon the western front, in 
a good temperate climate, warfare under trench conditions was 
rendered much more difficult by reason of the prevalence of 
trench fever which investigations during the latter part of the 
war showed to be carried by the body-louse. 

Moreover, with the same lack of thought which leads people 
to ignore the importance of the officers of the Quartermaster's 
Department as compared with those of the fighting arms of 
the service, they failed to consider, not only how damage by 
insects to growing crops influences the food supply of armies, 
but also how greatly grains and other foods stored for ship- 
ment to the front or on the way to the front may be reduced in 
bulk by the work of the different grain weevils and other in- 
sects affecting stored foods. In addition, they did not think 
of the damage done by insects to the timber which enters into 
the building of ships, into the manufacture of wings for the 
airplanes, and that which is used for oars, the handles of picks 
and spades, and which even occurs in such wooden structures 
and implements after they have been made-in the implements, 
IlOt when in actual use, but rather in the period of storage and 
shipping. A striking example of this latter damage is seen in 
the history of the Crimean War, when England, after a long 
period of peace, provided the army which she sent to the Cri- 
mea with long-stored tools for the sappers and miners, and it 
was found that the handles crumbled through the work of 
Lyctus beetles. 

As a matter of fact, war conditions have intensified the 
work of the entomologists and have enabled them to make the 
importance of their researches felt almost as never before. 
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Long before this country entered the war, the warring Euro- 
pean nations had met with many of these problems in force. 
We know of the early ravages of typhus in the Balkans; we 
know of the loss through other insect-borne diseases in the 
eastern expeditions; and it is most interesting to realize that, 
although the need for the services of trained entomologists 
with the troops was not realized at first, later every sanitary 
unit in the British Expeditionary Forces carried two ento- 
mologists. Few people know that as early as 1915 there was 
a conference of all the principal official entomologists of Rus- 
sia to consider the vital question of the loss to stored grains by 
weevils. Later this same matter was taken up by the British 
government, and her best economic entomologist was sent out 
to Australia to endeavor to safeguard Australian wheat accu- 
mulating at the seaports for shipment to San Francisco, to be 
milled in this country to replace the milled grain which this 
country had sent to England (this route of shipment being 
chosen to avoid the long sea haul from Australia to England 
with possible added weevil damage during the journey, to say 
nothing of submarine dangers). 

The story of the early efforts of the European governments 
to control the body-lice which carry typhus, and, as found out 
later, trench fever, is interesting. Shipley in England pub- 
lished early papers and a book entitled " The Minor Horrors of 
War," in which everything that was known up to that time 
about lice was mentioned. In France, Houlbert published a 
pamphlet covering the same ground, and the women of France 
made an enormous number of camphor sachets for the troops 
to carry next their skin in order to deter lice. In Germany, 
Haase, stationing himself near a camp of Russian prisoners 
where living material was, to say the least, abundant, made, 
with that infinite attention to detail characteristic of the Ger- 
mans, a careful study of the body-louse, and published a sizable 
book giving the results of his investigations. Attention to im- 

portant details is admirable, but when a writer devotes several 
illustrations and a minute description to the method by which 
a louse, accidentally finding itself on its back, resumes its nor- 
mal position with the back upwards, as Haase did, the practi- 
cal reader is inclined to smile. 

Later, however, much practical work was done by all these 
nations. Delousing stations were established; an admirable 
investigation of all aspects of the subject was carried on by 
Nuttall at the Quick Laboratories in Cambridge, England, and 
conditions were much improved before the United States troops 
began to mass and to be shipped across the Atlantic. 
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As will be remembered, one of the earliest matters taken 
up by the Congress of the United States after the declaration 
of war in April, 1917, was the consideration of appropriations 
for the stimulation of crop production, and in this considera- 
tion, naturally, one of the points was the control of the prin- 
cipal insect enemies of staple crops. Prior to any congressional 
action, however, the Bureau of Entomology started a country- 
wide reporting service on the conditions concerning these prin- 
cipal insect enemies, and engaged in excellent cooperation, not 
only all of the state entomologists, the entomologists of all of 
the agricultural experiment stations and the teachers of ento- 
mology in the colleges, but also the demonstration agents, the 
statistical agents, both state and federal, the weather observ- 
ers, and the field men of the Forest Service. The idea was to 
bring about as far as possible almost a census of insect damage 
and prospects, so that the earliest possible information should 
be gained as to any alarming increase in numbers of any given 
pest and that this information should be received at a common 
point (Washington) and distributed where it should be of the 
most good, and that it would enable repressive measures to be 
undertaken at the earliest possible moment in order to check 
the threatened loss. All reports received in this way were di- 
gested and were distributed all through the growing seasons 
of 1917 and 1918 to the official entomologists of the country. 

Soon after this service was instituted, the funds for food 
crop stimulation became available, and trained men were em- 
ployed for demonstration work, to act in connection with the 
Extension Service of the Department and of the different state 
colleges of agriculture. These men were assigned to different 
localities, and took care of the demonstration work against the 
principal pests of staple crops all over the United States. Some 
of them were specialists in the insects which attack truck 
crops; others in those which damage field crops; others in those 
which affect orchards, and so on. Especial attention was given 
to the control of the grasshoppers which damage grain and 
forage crops and to the sweet-potato weevil, an insect which 
bids fair to seriously affect the output of the South of this im- 
portant vegetable. 

Aided, it is true, to a considerable extent by the winter of 
1917-1918, which from its unprecedented cold had a destruc- 
tive effect upon many important insect pests, and to a lesser 
extent by the character of the winter of 1916-1917, which also 
was a hard one for injurious insects, the economic entomolo- 
gists, including the demonstrators, accomplished much. Owing 
to peculiar weather conditions in the early spring of 1917, cer- 
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tain insects not hitherto notably conspicuous appeared in great 
abundance and added new problems to the production of certain 
crops. A notable example of such insects was the potato aphis, 
a species which previously had done almost no damage, but 
which appeared in countless numbers throughout certain of the 
middle western states in the early summer of that year. Nota- 
ble work was done with the destruction of grasshoppers by the 
poisoned bait method, and it is safe to say that many hundreds 
of thousands of dollars, perhaps millions of dollars, worth of 
food crops were saved in this unusually intensive work. A 
single instance among many may be given in more detail. 

In the State of Kansas the season of 1918 was remarkable 
for one of the worst grasshopper outbreaks that have occurred 
in that state since 1913. The danger of this outbreak was rec- 
ognized during the fall of 1917, and a grasshopper-egg survey 
was instituted in cooperation between the State Agricultural 
College and the Bureau of Entomology. The results of this 
survey showed that without doubt a great hatching of grass- 
hoppers was imminent, and extensive cooperative plans were 
immediately made. Winter meetings were held throughout 
many of the counties in the western one third of the state, and 
the farmers were organized and plans matured for the purpose 
of purchasing bran in large quantities, and then prompt distri- 
bution of poison was made as soon as the grasshoppers began 
to hatch. In eight counties of the state 36,000 pounds of white 
arsenic in 366 tons of wheat bran were used in the prepara- 
tion of poison bait, which was distributed in an amount exceed- 
ing 900 tons. The counties cooperated in most cases financially. 
As a result of this general application of the bait, it appears 
that some 113,000 acres of wheat were saved from destruction. 
Estimating fourteen bushels per acre, which is considered a 
full crop in western Kansas, with wheat at two dollars per 
bushel, this represents a value of approximately $3,000,000 
saved in Kansas. This figure is considered conservative, ac- 
cording to the officials of the State Agricultural College. 

In addition to the control work on grasshoppers affecting 
wheat fields, it is estimated that 25,000 pounds of poison bait 
was used throughout Kansas for the purpose of protecting al- 
falfa and sugar beets, and it is estimated that 100,000 acres of 
alfalfa in western Kansas was saved by this application. With 
alfalfa selling at $20 per ton, this represented $2,500,000. 

It should be mentioned incidentally that all this control 
work bids fair to be greatly hampered by the derangement of 
the insecticide situation in this country, due to war activities. 
Not only was the importation of arsenicals stopped, but their 
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production was greatly limited by the fact that the smelters, 
from which arsenical compounds are gained as byproducts, 
were so rushed in the production of urgently needed metal that 
by-product industries were largely stopped, and by the further 
fact that more than a third of the actual production under these 
limitations was, toward the end, used by the Chemical War- 
fare Service. Nevertheless, the entomologists and the chemists 
and the insecticide manufacturers held frequent conferences as 
to how best to utilize the reduced quantity of arsenical insecti- 
cides to insure the protection of crops to the greatest extent 
possible, and it resulted that, although the amount of arsenic 
available was really insufficient to meet normal demands, yet 
by conservative use and better distribution the requirements 
of the farmers, fruit-growers, gardeners and others were met. 

There might be mentioned also another side activity en- 
tirely due to war conditions. The extensive use of castor oil 
in airplane work made it necessary to grow the castor bean 
plant in great acreage in this country, since practically none 
was to be had elsewhere, the large Mexican crop having been 
bought up and sent to Spain, probably to secret German bases. 
Therefore, under government contract, thousands of acres of 
this crop were planted in Florida and elsewhere. Now, al- 
though the castor-bean plant had not hitherto been known to 
be subject to serious insect attack, the planting of these large 
areas was immediately followed by the increase of certain in- 
jurious insects and by serious damage to the growing plants 
by the southern army worm and other species. Entomologists 
were at once called in, and through rapid and able work much 
of the threatened damage was prevented. 

In the meantime the entomologists were able to be of ser- 
vice to the country, and especially to the military forces, in 
other ways. The damage to stored grain and to grain in ship- 
ment, which has been previously referred to, soon came to the 
front. Enormous quantities of grain and other materials were 
accumulated at the port of New York for shipment to Europe. 
The immense warehouses at the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn 
were centers of accumulation of such material. The Bureau 
of Entomology was called upon for advice by the War Depart- 
ment, and a laboratory was stationed at this terminal where 
men experienced in the study of insect pests of this character 
were stationed, where competent inspection was made, and 
where arrangements were made for the proper fumigation or 
other treatment of stored products found to be infested with 
insects. 
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In addition to this work at the Bush Terminal in Brooklyn, 
experts on the Pacific Coast and in the South were engaged in 
the inspection of many warehouses and mills where food sup- 
plies were stored, and throughout the entire period large sup- 
plies of food that were being seriously affected by insects were 
located. The owners of such supplies were advised of the nec- 
essity of prompt action in order to avoid further losses, and 
were shown how to prevent losses of newly acquired supplies 
that were free from insects. 

The same sort of work was done in regard to insects affect- 
ing lumber and stored wooden implements. Early in 1917 a 
conference was held with representatives of the branches of 
the War and Navy Departments, Shipping Board, etc., which 
were responsible for the supplies drawn from the forest re- 
sources of the country. The object of this conference was to 
offer the services of the entomologists and to explain how they 
could help, through special investigations and advice, towards 
preventing serious losses of forest resources and damage by 
wood- and bark-boring beetles. Investigations of logging and 
manufacturing operations in Mississippi to meet the demand 
for ash oars, handles and other supplies required by the war 
service showed, for example, that one company had lost more 
than one million feet of ash logs through failure to provide for 
prompt utilization after the trees were cut, thus preventing 
the attack of the destructive ash-wood borers. Serious losses 
to seasoned ash and other hard wood sap material from "pow- 
der post," it was pointed out, could be prevented through the 
adoption of certain methods of management by the manufac- 
turers and shippers with little or no additional cost. 

The urgent demand for spruce for the construction of air- 
planes led to an exceptional effort by the Spruce Production 
Board to utilize the great resources represented by the Sitka 
spruce of the Pacific Coast. It was soon realized that damage 
by wood-boring insects to the logs was a serious matter and 
that the advice of the expert entomologist was essential to pre- 
vent losses of the best material. 

The problem was investigated by the entomologists and it 
was found that the prevention of the damage and loss was a 
matter of methods of management in the logging operations 
and prompt utilization during a short period in the year when 
the insects were abundant. 

Early in the war and especially after the United States 
issued its declaration, the shortage of sugar made necessary 
an increase in the supply of supplemental sweets, and, since 
none of these could be increased more economically and more 
promptly than honey, and since none of them have a higher 
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value as food than honey, great efforts were made by the bee 
experts of the Bureau of Entomology to increase the honey 
production of the country. It was known that there was nec- 
tar available annually to provide for a profitable increase of 
ten or more times the then present honey crop, provided bee- 
keepers were instructed in matters like proper wintering and 
disease control. So all apicultural investigational work, except 
that on bee diseases, was discontinued, and intensive extension 
work was begun. Specialists were sent out, held meetings, 
addressed more than 25,000 beekeepers, visited the apiaries, 
and gave personal instruction, with the result that the honey 
crop was greatly increased. Our exports of honey to allied 
countries have increased at least ten times over those of any 
period previous to the war, and in the meantime the domestic 
consumption of honey has greatly increased. 

Returning once more to the important subject of medical 
entomology: During the period of the war the Bureau of Ento- 
mology has maintained a thorough cooperation with the Office 
of the Surgeon General of the Army in the matter of experi- 
mental work on insect problems. Under the National Research 
Council's Committee on Medicine, a sub-committee on medical 
entomology was established, of which the Chief of the Bureau 
of Entomology was made chairman, and Doctor Riley, of the 
University of Minnesota, and Doctor Brues, of the Bussey Insti- 
tution of Harvard University, were the other members. Impor- 
tant work on the louse question was done by Doctors Moore and 
Hirschfelder, of the University of Minnesota, the former an 
entomologist and the latter a chemist, and by Doctor Lamson, 
of the Connecticut Agricultural College. Under this commit- 
tee an enormous amount of experimental work was done with 
the different health problems in which insects are concerned. 

For example, every suggestion that came to the War De- 
partment in regard to the control of the body-louse was re- 
ferred to the entomological committee, or to the Bureau of En- 
tomology, and those which were promising were experimentally 
tested, either at Washington or at Minneapolis, or, for a time, at 
New Orleans, where a branch laboratory was instituted. At 
the request of the Army War College ,and the medical depart- 
ment, as well as the chemical warfare service, tests were made 
of a new poisonous gas. This led to extensive experiments in 
cooperation with the chemical warfare service leading to the 
possible utilization of the gases used in warfare as fumigants 
for the control of insects and diseases. At the request of the 
Quartermaster's Corps a complete investigation, was made of 
all of the processes of the American process of laundering 
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adopted by the Army, and also of the dry-cleaning processes 
and the hat-repair processes. In these investigations the co- 
operation of the entomologists of the Bureau of Entomology 
with chemists of the Quartermaster's Corps resulted in the 
perfecting of the laundry processes so that it is now possible 
to guarantee the complete control of vermin in the laundry if 
the laundering is carried out according to the methods recom- 
mended, which are very slightly different from those in com- 
mon use. It was found that the laundry machinery gave am- 
ple means for any sterilization of clothing necessary. In the 
investigations of the dry-cleaning processes it was found that 
the entire process gave complete control of vermin, but that 
gasoline treatment alone was not a perfect control. This dis- 
covery led to a long series of important studies of the effect of 
various densities of oils on insect eggs. At the request of the 
Chemical Warfare Service various substances and impregnated 
clothes devised for the protection of soldiers against gas were 
also tested as to their effects upon vermin. By a special re- 
quest of the Electro-Therapeutic Branch of the Office of the 
Surgeon General of the Army, investigations were made of a 
high frequency generator as a control means against the body 
louse, and as a result of these investigations suggestion was 
made as to the possible application of high frequency electric 
treatment for the control of scabies and other skin-infecting 
parasites. Cooperative investigations along this line are about 
to be taken up. 

Among other problems investigated were the size of the 
meshes in mosquito bar necessary for the protection of canton- 
ment buildings from disease-carrying mosquitoes; reports on 
the insects likely to be found injurious to troops sent to Si- 
beria; investigations of the protective qualities against lice of 
furs dyed in various colors, and so on. 

A series of lectures dealing with important sanitary prob- 
lems from the insect side were mimeographed and were sent 
to persons in the Army, Navy, Public Health Service, and in 
civil life who were preparing themselves for, or who were 
actively engaged in sanitary entomology. 

Aside from this extensive cooperative research, entomolo- 
gists were actually used in the Army, a number of them being 
given commissions while others acted as non-commissioned 
officers, assisting in the camp work on the control of insects 
that carry disease. The commissioning of expert entomologists 
for this kind of work was difficult, owing to the organization 
of the Army, but had the war continued, it is safe to say, more 
and more entomologists would have been employed in this im- 
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portant work, whether commissioned or not. The records 
made by a number of these men were admirable and met with 
well-merited praise in Army circles. In great concentration 
camps in several instances entomologists were placed in entire 
charge of matters of mosquito and fly control, under medical 
command or under sanitary engineers. 

In addition to this cooperation with the Army itself, the 
Bureau of Entomology has also cooperated with the Public 
Health Service, which had the extremely important work in 
charge of the health control of areas immediately surrounding 
the concentration camps, and has held itself ready to assist in 
this work whenever called upon. 

This statement of the work of the entomologists during the 
war might be extended very considerably. Many additional 
instances of the value of their labors might be detailed; but 
perhaps the impression which will be left by what has just 
been said will be quite as strong as if more facts were added 
and more time used. 

Perhaps this is an opportunity, however, to call attention 
in a striking manner to the work which the economic ento- 
mologists are doing all the time. While all this other intensive 
work was going on, for example, the federal entomologists 
were making a great fight in Texas by which the pink boll- 
worm has apparently been absolutely wiped out in the districts 
in the United States infested last year and at the same time 
there has developed a system by which damage done by the 
cotton boll weevil can economically be greatly reduced, which 
may be said to be the culmination of the work of many years. 

Incidentally it may be mentioned that the preeminently 
practical men who have, under the state and federal govern- 
ments, been working for years in this extremely practical and 
important field, had supposed that the value of their work was 
generally recognized and that they were known to be scien- 
tifically trained and competent investigators whose advice and 
help meant everything in the warfare against insect life. But 
they were surprised and chagrined to find that even in certain 
high official circles the old idea of the entomologist still held- 
that he was a man whose life was devoted to the differentiation 
of species by the examination of the number of spines on the 
legs and the number of spots on the wings. The economic en- 
tomologists are thus evidently still unappreciated. Shall they 
change the name of their profession to avoid the survival of 
the old association with trivial things, or shall they work stead- 
ily on with the ultimate hope of gaining the confidence and 
respect even of the old-fashioned element of the people? 
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